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the place. Can Maya and Shun get their act
together and skate well enough to come out on
top? -- VIZ Media
Zom 100: Bucket List of the Dead, Vol. 4
Aug 27 2019 Having overcome his abusive
former boss, Akira’s back on the road to his
parents’ home in Gunma. The journey is full of
zombies and side trips, but some sushi, hot
springs, treehouses, and a surprising new
traveling companion keep the good times rolling.
But Akira’s mind keeps drifting to how he can
repay his parents—that is, if they’re even alive! - VIZ Media
Recent Advances in Flood Risk Management
May 17 2021 This book provides a series of
topics on flood risk management from around
the world. The first section includes models for
improved approaches to flood risk management,
the importance of groundwater management in
the context of floods (focussing on Taiwan),
contingency plan for local communities using
flood simulation, deciding on response strategies
against the identified flood risk before a flood

Magic Artisan Dahlia Wilts No More (Manga)
Vol. 1 Jan 13 2021 A woman reincarnated in a
new world decides to use her talents to craft
magical tools! Reincarnated in a fantasy world,
Dahlia immerses herself in the art of crafting
magical items. Using knowledge from her old life
and the skills her new father has taught her, she
invents specialized tools, finding pleasure in
everyday activities. Dahlia won’t hang her head
in misery like she used to. She’s determined to
enjoy her second chance at life!
A Devil and Her Love Song Feb 11 2021
Maria’s frank nature gains her more enemies at
her new school, but her angelic singing voice
inadvertently catches the attention of Yusuke
Kanda and Shin Meguro. Can these boys mend
her hardened heart, or will they just end up
getting scorched? -- VIZ Media
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 2 Dec 24
2021 With a new owner threatening to close
down their skating rink, Maya and Shun team up
for a pairs skating competition in a bid to save
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occurs (illustrated for the Philippines) and
models for estimating maximum flood heights
(illustrated for Mozambique). The second section
examines flood risk management relating to the
urban environment, with examples from a
coastal city in Saudi Arabia and a housing
development in Mexico. The third section relates
to flood risk management in the context of
agriculture, particularly relating to damage to
Asian rice crops.
Sola Jul 07 2020 Yorito, an ordinary high school
student, has his life turned upside down when he
meets Matsuri, who turns out to be a Yaka, a
supernatural being with strange powers who is
being followed by a mysterious man who wants
to kill her.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 16 Jun 17 2021 Brothers Sano's
little brother Shin returns! Shin has become a
rising star of the high jump, and he's determined
to prove himself by beating his older brother.
But that's not the only blood on the track...the
one coaching Shin is their father! Can Mizuki
just sit back and watch as Sano fights the father
he turned away from...and the brother who
never forgave him for doing so? -- VIZ Media
Marshals Jun 05 2020 The city planet of Iriu is
run by various consortiums and clans. Within
this complex political and financial authority the
Marshals are in charge of security and defence,
assisted by huge robots. The young Hisaya Tetsu
is considered one of the top Marshals, despite
her unpredictable nature. But her destiny takes
an unexpected turn when she finds herself
wrongly accused of murdering a high-ranking
scientist, and is forced to go on the run in an
effort to clear her name.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 8 Jul 19 2021 Male Models
Tired of Sano and Mizuki taking their
relationship so slow, Julia confronts Sano to get
him moving faster. But Sano has more things to
worry about...his younger brother, Shin, has run
away from home! Then, when a photo of Minami,
Nakatsu and Sano appears in a girls' fashion
magazine, the men of Hana-Kimi find themselves
stalked...and propositioned! -- VIZ Media
Dahlia in Bloom: Crafting a Fresh Start
With Magical Tools Volume 1 Nov 03 2022
After dying of overwork in Japan, Dahlia is
reborn into a world filled with magic. Raised by
a master of magical toolmaking, she develops a
passion for the craft and becomes engaged to
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

her father’s apprentice. Before her father can
see her wed, however, he suddenly passes away.
As if this weren’t enough, on the day before their
wedding, her fiancé announces that he’s in
love—but not with her! Dahlia finally realizes
she needs to live for herself. She vows to be her
own woman from now on and devote herself to
her craft, even if it’s not quite the quiet life she
was hoping for! From a chance encounter with a
knight to starting her own company, there are
challenges aplenty on the horizon. But this
young craftswoman is no longer a shrinking
violet—she’s Dahlia, and she’s ready to bloom.
Reminiscences Oct 10 2020 A seamless blend
of samurai swordplay, police procedural, and
steampunk in this fast-paced manga-style Sci-Fi
Adventure.
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Jul 31 2022 The Prettiest
Boy In School...Isn't A Boy! Japanese-American
track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten herself to
transfer to a high school in Japan...but not just
any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper
Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high
school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as
fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki
must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
classmates--and the school nurse--must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them
question their own orientation... Plus a bonus
story, The Cage of Summer! -- VIZ Media
A History of Japanese Literature, Volume 1 Oct
29 2019 This book, which covers the period from
preliterate times to the beginning of the tenth
century, is the first of five proposed volumes that
will give an account of Japanese literature from
its beginnings to the death of the modern
novelist Mishima. Originally published in 1984.
The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest
print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the original texts
of these important books while presenting them
in durable paperback and hardcover editions.
The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books
published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
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Hana-Kimi, Vol. 4 Sep 28 2019 Clothes Make
The Man All-male Osaka High School is holding
its annual war of the dorms, and for the
students, there is no escape! Unfortunately,
even though she'd be happy to just compete in
the 500-meter relay, Mizuki is forced to enter
the Cross-Dressing Pageant...and pretend to be a
boy pretending to be a girl! Worse still, a rival
dorm targets Mizuki as a threat to their athletic
supremacy! Can dorm chief Minami Nanba make
winners out of this class while dealing with his
own secret traumas? Plus a bonus story, The
Thirsty Moon! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 2 Jun 29 2022 What happens
when the hottest guy in school is a girl?!? The
Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!JapaneseAmerican track-and-field star Mizuki has
transferred to a high school in Japan...but not
just any school! To be close to her idol, high
jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys'
high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But
as fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki
must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
classmates--and the school nurse--must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them
question their own orientation... Personal Best
High jump champion Izumi Sano has realized
that his slender new roommate Miyuki is a girl,
but he's decided to keep her secret so she
doesn't get kicked out of their all-boys' high
school. Now they're becoming good friends,
without worrying about "guy" or "girl" stuff--or
so Miyuki thought until Izumi kissed her one
night! Before Miyuki has time to freak out, in
steps a bigger problem: her American halfbrother Shizuki, who's not too thrilled to find out
that his little sister is cross-dressing 24 hours a
day. But handsome Shizuki has problems of his
own...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Aug 08 2020 JapaneseAmerican track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten
herself a transfer to a high school in Japan...but
not just any school! To be close to her idol, high
jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-boys'
high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But
as fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki
must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
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classmates - and the school nurse - must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them
question their own orientation...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 17 Aug 20 2021 What happens
when the hottest guy in school is a girl?!? The
Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!JapaneseAmerican track-and-field star Mizuki has
transferred to a high school in Japan...but not
just any school! To be close to her idol, high
jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys'
high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But
as fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki
must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
classmates--and the school nurse--must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them
question their own orientation... One Track Mind
As the giant track meet approaches, Mizuki and
Sano face an assortment of foes: Sano's old highjump rival Kagurazuka, and Sano's own little
brother Shin! But Shin's trainer is the one man
Sano hates the most: his own father. Can Mizuki
mend the rift in Sano's family? While Sano
focuses on winning, one person is focused only
on Mizuki: Nakatsu, the other boy who loves
her...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 20 Jan 25 2022 Chasing Dreams
Nakatsu's mom is in town, and she has plans for
her son: she wants him to go home after
graduation to take care of the family business!
Will Nakatsu give up his dreams of becoming a
star soccer player? Meanwhile, another student
at Osaka High School prepares to put his heart
on the line. Nakao confesses his love to
upperclassman Minami...but can Minami really
have feelings for a boy? -- VIZ Media
Dahlia in Bloom: Crafting a Fresh Start
With Magical Tools Volume 2 Sep 01 2022
Having escaped her doomed engagement, Dahlia
is relishing her new life of freedom as an
independent magical toolmaker. One day, she
learns that her friend Volf, a knight from the
Order of Beast Hunters, is to be sent out to the
marshlands on a mission. But there’s a
problem—traversing the marshes soon leaves
the knights with soggy boots full of sweat and
swamp water. Might a surprising pair of socks
hold the solution? Dahlia uses know-how from
her previous life to create toe socks with a
drying enchantment and insoles imbued with air
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magic. She presents them to Volf, hoping they
might help him and his friends, but nothing can
prepare her for what a splash these items will
make! Of course, there’s more than socks on
Dahlia’s mind—she’s got her hands full crafting
a man-made magical sword, an upgraded
refrigerator, and more! Meanwhile, word of the
young craftswoman’s exploits is spreading
throughout the capital... Welcome to the second
installment of Dahlia’s artisanal adventures!
The Sword in Japanese Martial Traditions, Vol. 1
Nov 30 2019 If the Way of the warrior is the soul
of Japan, their magnificent swords were the tools
utilized to form the nation and forge their spirit.
You’ll find an abundance of information in this
special anthology in support of this thesis.
Kimberley Taylor wrote four chapters, the first
being an interview with 7th-dan Matsuo Haruna.
Haruna offers great advice for practitioners
based on his first-hand experience. Taylor’s two
highly researched chapters give overviews of
two major iaido schools. Excellent photos and
descriptions of katas accompany the text.
Taylor’s finale is a short piece describing two of
his favorite techniques, while Deborah KlensBigman’s chapter deals with two of her favorite
techniques. Another top ranking swordsman,
Nicklaus Suino, gets to the finicky details of
sword-drawing techniques as performed by
masters. From his two chapters, we learn how to
watch for telltale signs of expertise and come to
a greater appreciation of the art of drawing the
sword. Jonathan Seckler’s chapter translates and
comments on an essay written by Chozanshi
Shissai in 1729. He argues that NeoConfucianism rather than Zen became the
foundation of swordsmanship, and illustrates
how the sword arts began to be appreciated for
their use for self-development. Andrew Bryant’s
chapter focuses on poems passed down within
the Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu School of Iaido.
These poems correspond to techniques
contained within the system created in the 17th
century. The author presents each poem and
offers provides textual descriptions of their
corresponding applications with each sword
technique illustrated. Joseph Svinth’s research
presents the earliest kendo clubs to form in
Canada. The socio-cultural settings add much
flavor to this chapter. Information is provided
regarding notable instructors, training, and
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competitions. Another way to better understand
a martial tradition of one country is to compare
it with another. Matthew Galas compares and
contrasts sword arts in Germany with the
Japanese traditions. The focus is on general
principles and combat philosophy. Devotees to
sword practice are well award that scabbards
get damaged. Michael Babin’s chapter shows
“how to” build a serviceable scabbard according
talents of anyone moderately handy with tools.
The twelve chapters described above should
inspire further research and practice in the
Japanese sword arts, plus bring a greater
appreciation for their unique place in world
history and culture.
The Gods Left First Apr 03 2020 At the time of
Japan’s surrender to Allied forces on August 15,
1945, some six million Japanese were left
stranded across the vast expanse of a
vanquished Asian empire. Half civilian and half
military, they faced the prospect of returning
somehow to a Japan that lay prostrate, its cities
destroyed, after years of warfare and Allied
bombing campaigns. Among them were more
than 600,000 soldiers of Japan’s army in
Manchuria, who had surrendered to the Red
Army only to be transported to Soviet labor
camps, mainly in Siberia. Held for between two
and four years, and some far longer, amid forced
labor and reeducation campaigns, they waited
for return, never knowing when or if it would
come. Drawing on a wide range of memoirs, art,
poetry, and contemporary records, The Gods
Left First reconstructs their experience of
captivity, return, and encounter with a postwar
Japan that now seemed as alien as it had once
been familiar. In a broader sense, this study is a
meditation on the meaning of survival for
Japan’s continental repatriates, showing that
their memories of involvement in Japan’s
imperial project were both a burden and the
basis for a new way of life.
Demon from Afar Jan 01 2020 An imperial
capital in an era of splendor and
romanticism...Orphaned in an earthquake,
Sorath is taken in by Baron Kamichika, the lord
of "Blood Blossom Manor." There, he pledges
eternal friendship with Garan, the Baron's heir,
and Kiyora, Garan's fiancée. But their friendship
turns grisly by events none of them could
foresee. The tender feelings each secretly
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harbors, the machinations of Baron Kamichika,
and his strange and seductive female
companion, and a fateful encounter with a young
girl with bizarre powers...all draw them to the
Walpurgis Night and the nightmare's climax!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 10 Mar 15 2021 JapaneseAmerican track-and-field star Mizuki is
transferring to a high school in Japan, but not
just any high school! To be close to her idol, high
jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys'
high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But
as fate would have it, they're more than
classmates - they're roommates! Now, Mizuki
must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
classmates, and the weird school nurse, must
react to the new transfer student who looks like
a very pretty boy...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 11 Oct 22 2021 "Girls" and
Ghosts! Mizuki and her friends go to the
country, where they meet and try to help a ghost
pining for his lost love. Then, for the big
Christmas dance party, Mizuki and Nakao are
recruited to help make up for a shortage of girls-by dressing up as girls! This turnabout for
Mizuki, however, proves to be the least of the
complications that flare up when the whole ploy
proves too successful! -- VIZ Media
Dahlia in Bloom: Crafting a Fresh Start With
Magical Tools Volume 3 Mar 27 2022 Dahlia is
now chairwoman of her very own trading
company, and her genuine passion for her craft
sees her network growing quickly. Juggling her
roles as artisan and businesswoman, she lands
herself in all sorts of sticky situations! But she
won’t face these challenges alone; her friends
and colleagues are there to protect and support
her no matter what. Dahlia will repay them the
only way she knows how—by courageously
taking the next leap forward! From massproducing her soap dispensers at the small
goods workshop, to miniaturizing her magical
stove, to continuing her quest for a man-made
magical sword, the sky’s the limit for Dahlia.
She’s happy to follow her creative spirit, but just
where will this path lead her? Find out in this
third installment of Dahlia’s artisanal
adventures!
NOAA Technical Report NMFS SSRF. Jul 27
2019
Hana-Kimi Dec 12 2020 Japanese-American
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

track-and-field star Mizuki is transferring to a
high school in Japan, but not just any high
school! To be close to her idol, high jumper
Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high
school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as
fate would have it, they're more than classmates
- they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her
secret in the classroom, the locker room, and
her own bedroom. And her classmates, and the
weird school nurse, must react to the new
transfer student who looks like a very pretty
boy...
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 1 Oct 02
2022 Ice Princess meets The Cutting Edge!
When ice-skating novice Maya Kurinoki lands a
double axel for the first time, coach Eishi Todo
sees her potential and vows to make her a figure
skating "princess." All Maya has to do is
convince famous skater Shun Kano to become
her partner. Too bad Shun doesn't want to have
anything to do with her! When Maya Kurinoki
takes her little brother to the local ice-skating
rink for the first time, she's got her hands full
just trying to get him to let go of the bar. To
inspire a bit of bravery in him, she attempts a
double axel--and lands it! Maya never imagined
that this jump would change her life...or that a
coach named Eishi Todo would vow to make her
a figure skating "princess"! Now all Maya has to
do is convince famous skater Shun Kano to
become her partner. Too bad Shun doesn't want
to have anything to do with her!
Honey So Sweet, Vol. 1 Mar 03 2020 Little did
Nao Kogure realize back in middle school that
when she left an umbrella and a box of bandages
in the rain for injured delinquent Taiga Onise
that she would meet him again in high school.
Nao wants nothing to do with the gruff and
frightening Taiga, but he suddenly presents her
with a huge bouquet of flowers and asks her to
date him—with marriage in mind! Is Taiga really
so scary, or is he a sweetheart in disguise? -- VIZ
Media
Magic Artisan Dahlia Wilts No More
(Manga) Vol. 4 Nov 22 2021 ALL WORK AND
NO PLAY! A deluge of orders has poured in! As
both the head of her own company and its only
magic artisan, Dahlia is barely keeping her head
above water. To make matters worse, she’s just
been summoned to a guild meeting because of
the response to her latest magical apparatus.
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Could this be what finally sinks her?!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 19 Sep 20 2021 Raise the Bar
This is what it's all been building up to...Shin,
Izumi and Kagurazuka compete against one
another in the high jump! Then, Sekime gets his
own moment in the spotlight when his
classmates see him with a strange girl. But if
we're talking "strange," she doesn't even
compare to the woman who comes onto campus
and sweeps an embarrassed Nakatsu off his
feet...Nakatsu's mother! -- VIZ Media
Library Journal Jun 25 2019 Includes, beginning
Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month,
Sept.-May) a special section: School library
journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Wandering Witch: The Journey of Elaina, Vol. 1
(light novel) Sep 08 2020 It's not about the
destination... What's your favorite story? Does it
have a hero who slays a dragon and saves a
princess? Or a child of prophecy destined for
greatness? Well, my favorite story is a little
different. It's the tale of a witch who travels the
world, seeking nothing in particular. With no
quest of her own, she's free to wander wherever
the wind takes her, adding a few pages to the
story of whomever she meets before setting off
on her next adventure. At the end of her travels,
the witch takes on an apprentice who will one
day begin her own journey. And so the cycle
continues, or so the story goes. Now, the witch
who starts the story anew...who could she be?
The Art of Hana-Kimi May 29 2022 The Prettiest
Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!: Japanese-American
track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten herself to
transfer to a high school in Japan...but not just
any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper
Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high
school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as
fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki
must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
classmates--and the school nurse--must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them
question their own orientation...
Magic Artisan Dahlia Wilts No More (Manga)
Vol. 1 Apr 27 2022 Reincarnated in a fantasy
world, Dahlia immerses herself in the art of
crafting magical items. Using knowledge from
her old life and the skills her new father has
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

taught her, she invents specialized tools, finding
pleasure in everyday activities. Dahlia won’t
hang her head in misery like she used to. She’s
determined to enjoy her second chance at life!
Honey So Sweet, Vol. 2 May 05 2020 Although
Nao Kogure was once afraid of the delinquent
Taiga Onise, she was soon touched by his kind
soul. Nao and Taiga stopped dating when Nao
became confused by her feelings for the two
different men in her life. Now that they’re just
friends, Nao begins to realize who she truly has
romantic feelings for. -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 15 Feb 23 2022 A Kiss Is Just
a Kiss? Unable to forget her near-kiss
experience, Mizuki finds herself drawing ever
closer to Sano, and not in a "roommates" way,
either. The tension builds when Nakatsu asks
Sano point-blank: Do you like Mizuki? Can
Nakatsu and Sano's friendship survive the
answer? Meanwhile, Sano's old high-jump rival
returns, along with a surprising new challenger!
-- VIZ Media
Yakuza Lover, Vol. 2 Apr 15 2021 Yuri and Oya’s
romantic getaway in Shanghai is cut short when
sinister Russian mob boss Semilio kidnaps Yuri
and tries to make her his own. But Yuri won’t be
won over so easily and fights off his advances.
And then Oya suddenly comes to her rescue!
With Yuri finally out of harm’s way, Oya charges
headfirst into battle against Semilio, leaving Yuri
to wonder if he’ll make it out alive. -- VIZ Media
In the Land of Leadale, Vol. 4 (light Novel) Jan
31 2020 High elf Cayna's life following her
recent move to the countryside with her adopted
daughter Luka is both eventful and peaceful.
One day, Cayna takes a trip out to Felskeilo with
the local innkeeper's daughter Lytt, Roxine the
maid, and Luka in tow to meet her eldest
daughter, Mai-Mai. When they arrive, however,
Cayna receives word from a nearby Guardian
that another Guardian Tower is running out of
MP and needs Cayna's help. There's just one
catch--the tower is in the shape of a gargantuan
blue whale!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 23 Nov 10 2020 Final Volume!
Goodbye, High School Days Mizuki's secret is
exposed...and her days at Osaka High School are
numbered. Can she keep the friends she made as
a boy...and does she have a future with Sano
after graduation? The flowers of youth are
scattered to the winds in the bittersweet final
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volume of Hana-Kimi! -- VIZ Media
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